FICTION

- **THE 7½ DEATHS OF EVELYN HARDCASTLE**
  by Stuart Turton

- **11/22/63** by Stephen King

- **A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR’S COURT**
  by Mark Twain

- **THE DOOR INTO SUMMER** by Robert A. Heinlein

- **THE END OF ETERNITY** by Isaac Asimov

- **THE EYRE AFFAIR** by Jasper Fforde

- **THE FIRST FIFTEEN LIVES OF HARRY AUGUST**
  by Claire North

- **JUST ONE DAMNED THING AFTER ANOTHER**
  by Jodi Taylor

- **KINDRED** by Octavia E. Butler

- **LIFE AFTER LIFE** by Kate Atkinson
### FICTION

- **OUTLANDER** by Diana Gabaldon
- **RECURSION** by Blake Crouch
- **REDSHIRTS** by John Scalzi
- **REPLAY** by Ken Grimwood
- **THE SHINING GIRLS** by Lauren Beukes
- **SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE** by Kurt Vonnegut Jr
- **A SOUND OF THUNDER** by Ray Bradbury
- **TIMELINE** by Michael Crichton
- **THE TIME MACHINE** by H.G. Wells
- **THE TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE** by Audrey Niffenegger
- **THIS IS HOW YOU LOSE THE TIME WAR** by Amal El-Mohtar
- **TRANSCENDENCE** by Shay Savage
- **WHEN YOU REACH ME** by Rebecca Stead
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